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Murder Never Takes a Holiday Jessica Fletcher 2009 Jessica Fletcher investigates the murders of a beloved neighbor who played Santa at an annual Christmas festival and a former drug smuggler who she just arranged an interview with after spotting him dressed as a sidewalk Santa.

Christie Classics Agatha Christie 1957 Evil Under the Sun: B2 (Collins Agatha Christie ELT Readers) Agatha Christie 2020-09-03 Evil Under The Sun Agatha Christie 1941 When a shrewish stage star is found strangled at a posh island resort, detective Hercule Poirot is called in to investigate.

Murder in Mesopotamia Agatha Christie 1984 Hercule Poirot is summoned to solve a case involving the murder of a seductive woman accompanying a scientific party investigating the secrets of ancient Babylon.

The Truant's Kate Weinberg 2010-08-03 The Truant's...An unusually clever whodunnit' New York Times Book Review 'Deftly plotted with vivid, compelling characters' Jojo Moyes 'One of the standout books of the summer' Stylist 'In the vein of Agatha Christie herself. startlingly' Irish Times A captivating debut about obsession, rivalry and coming of age - an Observer, i and New York Times Book of the Year Jess Walker, middle child of a middle class family, has perfected the art of vanishing in plain sight. But when she arrives at a concrete university campus under flat, grey, East Anglian skies, her world flares with colour. Drawn into a tightly-knit group of rule breakers - led by their mercurial teacher, Lorna Clay - Jess begins to experiment with a new version of herself. But the dynamic between the friends begins to darken as they share secrets, lovers and finally a tragedy. Soon Jess is thrown up against the question she fears most: what is the true cost of an extraordinary life? Absent in the Spring and Other Novels: Absent in the Spring -- Giant's Bread -- Agatha Christie 2001-09 This first ever omnibus edition brings together three of Agatha Christie's classic Westmacott novels: Giants' Bread, Absent in the Spring, and The Rose and the Yew Tree.

Evil Under the Sun Agatha Christie 2013 It was not unusual to find the beautiful bronzed body of the sun-loving Arlena Stuart stretched out on a beach, face down. Only, on this occasion, there was no sun... she had been strangled.

Ever since Arlena's arrival at the resort, Hercule Poirot had detected sexual tension in the seaside air. But could this apparent 'crime of passion' have been something more evil and premeditated altogether? The Mysterious Affair at Styles Agatha Christie 2017-06-19 Late one night, the residents of Styles wake to find Emily Inglethorp dying of what proves to be strychnine poisoning. Hastings, a houseguest, enlists the help of his friend Hercule Poirot, who is staying in the nearby village, Styles St Mary. Poirot pieces together events surrounding the murder. On the day she was killed, Mrs Inglethorp was overheard arguing with someone, most likely either her husband, Alfred, or her stepson, John. Afterwards, she seemed quite distressed and, apparently, made a new will - which no one can find. She ate little at dinner and retired early to her room with her document case. The case was later forced open by someone and a document removed. Alfred Inglethorp left Styles earlier in the evening and stayed overnight in the nearby village, so was not present when the poisoning occurred. No one knows exactly when or how the strychnine was administered to Mrs Inglethorp... Get Your Copy Now.

MIDSUMMER MYSTERIES: Secrets and Suspense from the Queen of Crime Agatha Christie 2021-07-22 An all-new collection of summer-themed mysteries from the master of the genre, just in time for the holiday season.


Sweet Oblivion (Sweet Series #1) Bailey Ardione 2012-12-30 Free! ~ Nariella has a hard life. Hated and beaten by her foster father, she finds solace in the one person who has always been there for her--Rydan, her overprotective best friend. His sheltering only gets worse once Nari collides--literally--with Mycah. A boy being chased by two kinds of evil; a boy who Nari is convinced is either the devil or an angel. But she was wrong. He's something completely different. Then there's Namin. A servant who lives in fear for her family, for herself, and for the dying kingdom she lives in. But there is hope, and she's the only one who can bring that hope home to save them all. Namin will risk everything to make that happen, even if it means betraying her king. People always want the truth until they have it. To be let in on secrets until they get burned by them. Nari is no different. But once she's kidnapped, tortured, and ultimately becomes intertwined in a secret world she never could've imagined existed, she knows there's no going back to blissful ignorance. And maybe she doesn't want to. If darkness is the absence of light, what results from the absence of truth? Nothing but Oblivion. This is book one in a series- Sweet Oblivion (Sweet Series #1) - FREEBIE Sweet Escape (Sweet Series #2) Sweet Requiem (Sweet Series #3) Sweet Redemption (Sweet Series #4 - Finale).

A Pin to See the Peep Show Fryniwyd Tennyson Jesse 1934 The marriage of William Ashe

The Truant's Kate Weinberg 2010-08-03 Nothing but Oblivion (Sweet Series #1) - FREEBIE Sweet Escape (Sweet Series #2) Sweet Requiem (Sweet Series #3) Sweet Redemption (Sweet Series #4 - Finale).

Evil Under the Sun Agatha Christie 2014 Agatha Christie's exotic seaside mystery thriller, reissued with a striking new cover designed to appeal to the latest generation of Agatha Christie fans and book lovers.

Evil Under the Sun Agatha Christie 2014 Agatha Christie's exotic seaside mystery thriller, reissued with a striking new cover designed to appeal to the latest generation of Agatha Christie fans and book lovers.

One, Two, Buckle My Shoe Agatha Christie 2008-04 Shortly after Hercule Poirot's visit, a dentist lies...
Evil Under the Sun
Agatha Christie
1989
Belgian detective Hercule Poirot interrupts his vacation on Smugglers' Island to help the local police investigate the murder of an attractive woman.

Five Complete Novels of Murder and Detection
Agatha Christie
1991
Five complete, unabridged books in one volume.

The Love Detectives: An Agatha Christie Short Story
Agatha Christie
2011-09-01
A classic Agatha Christie short story, available individually for the first time as an ebook.

Agatha Christie's Secret Notebooks
John Curran
2009
Explores the contents of Christie's 73 recently discovered notebooks, showing how she wrote her ingenious books as well as many alternative versions and unused ideas. Includes illustrations from the notebooks and two unpublished Poirot stories.

Poirot #18: Evil Under the Sun
Agatha Christie
2016-05-10
The life of Agatha Christie was as mysterious and eventful as her fiction. Revealing a side to Christie that will surprise and delight many readers, Agatha introduces us to a free-spirited and thoroughly modern woman who, among other things, enjoyed flying, travel, and surfing. Centering around an episode in 1926 when Christie staged her own disappearance, Agatha is an intriguing, entertaining, and funny exploration of the 20th century's best-loved crime novelist.

The Le Mesurier Inheritance
Agatha Christie
2019-02-04
In the latter days of the First World War, Poirot and Hastings meet Captain Vincent Le Mesurier and his uncle Hugo, a chemist. Cousin Roger rushes in with the news that Vincent's father has had a serious fall from a horse and is not expected to last the night. Vincent, the eldest and only of three sons to survive the war, has a strong reaction to the news -- partly due to the Le Mesurier curse. No first born son has lived to inherit the family estate since the Middle Ages...

Death of a Bookseller
Agatha Christie
2011-09-01
A classic Agatha Christie, reissued for the first time as an ebook. As he stands on the edge of the cliffs of Torquay, England, an anarchist-fourth generation member of an illustrious family -- is about to commit suicide. He is prevented only by Colonel Cartwright, who recognizes the threat and seizes him.

Towards Zero
Agatha Christie
1980-06-02
A superlative, masterful novel, reissued for the first time as an ebook. Act of God — or Man? Over the week before the landslide, we meet the hotel guests in all their eccentric glory: the selfish aristocrat; slothful hotelier; snoopy housekeeper; bereaved couple; bohemian authoress; poverty-stricken children — and as friendships form and romances blossom, sins are revealed, and the cliff cracks widen . . . Both a glorious portrait of seaside holidays in post-war Britain and a wise, witty fable, it has Miss Kennedy's narrative skill; her distinction, her grace; above all, her peculiar magic.' Guardian

The Feast
Margaret Kennedy
2021-06-01
With a new foreword by Cathy Rentzenbrink, this glorious rediscovered gem exploring the mystery of a buried Cornish hotel will make you nostalgic for 1940s seaside holidays . . . 'The miniature charm of a Baby Austen.' Observer 'Kennedy is not only a romantic but an anarchist.' Anita Brookner 'Tense, touching, human, dire, and funny . . . A feast indeed.' Elizabeth Bowen

The Murder at Hazelmoor
Agatha Christie
1945
A classic Agatha Christie, reissued for the first time as an ebook. As he stands on the edge of the cliffs of Torquay, England, an anarchist-fourth generation member of an illustrious family — is about to commit suicide. He is prevented only by Colonel Cartwright, who recognizes the threat and seizes him.

The Murder at Hazelmoor
Agatha Christie
1945
A classic Agatha Christie, reissued for the first time as an ebook. As he stands on the edge of the cliffs of Torquay, England, an anarchist-fourth generation member of an illustrious family — is about to commit suicide. He is prevented only by Colonel Cartwright, who recognizes the threat and seizes him.
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